
Apprenticing Jesus || A Series Through the Gospel of Luke

Stepping into the Uncomfortable  

Sermon Synopsis: God’s kingdom advances with compassion 
Themes: compassion Metaphors: tomb, the dead places, ugly sweater 

Luke 7:11-17 (ESV)   INTRO: birth of the ugly Xmas sweater  1
     Story: when we step into something we are uncomfortable with   

When life throws rocks at you      What we all relate with 
Soon afterward he went to a town called Nain, and his disciples and a great crowd 
went with him. As he drew near to the gate of the town, behold, a man who had died 
was being carried out, the only son of his mother, and she was a widow, and a 
considerable crowd from the town was with her. (11-13) 

What we all need         What we all need 
And when the Lord saw her, he had compassion on her and said to her, “Do not 
weep.” (13) 
Compassion = When you leave your comfort zone to enter into the discomfort of others  
Her (7x) 
Centurion vs. woman 
“Lord”               [list of compassion Scriptures. See attached document] 

If compassion is so good, why don’t we see much of it today?    The problem 
Then he came up and touched the bier, and the bearers stood still. And he 
said, “Young man, I say to you, arise.” And the dead man sat up and began to speak, 
and Jesus gave him to his mother. (14-15) 
Difficult to enter the place of others (e.g., 4th of July) 
The curse in reverse! 
Compassion: You have to touch what is dead — Col 3:12 — Stepping into the Uncomfortable 
God has to touch what is dying 
Maybe you can’t because you have closed off what is dead in you 

This story mirrors a story of hope            The solution 
Elijah/Elisha. Jesus’ mother would be widowed too…difference: Jesus volunteered! 
Jesus enters into he pain of the widow, by dying, then radically changing the landscape 
of suffering. Volf. Jesus made a way for us to both receive and give compassion 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